
8 Steps To Get Better Clients For Your
CoachingBusiness

Checklist

Your Ideal Client: who are you talking to? Define:1.

WHO you are going to help 

specifically WHAT you will help that person do

2. What Results Can You Actually Help Your
Prospect Achieve:

3. Talk about the prospect & their problems before
your solution– 

What are their fears, what keeps them up at night?

What do they need now? 

How do you know you can help them?
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4. Target Your Promotions With Social Media

WHO is your target customer? be as specific as possible, including geographic
area, interests, etc 

5. Use Your Current Database

6. Create Educational Content That Gives Your
Prospect 'Results in Advance’

Blog posts, articles, videos

Free seminar events

Make it entertaining, show your personality & speak the words and phrases
they use to talk about their problems. This will help them relate to you and
increase their interest.

 

If you want to target people who work in management, sales, business
owners or even mums – you can specifically have your adverts & posts
shown only to those people.

This is your easiest way of making some money this week. You could

Pick up the phone. Say something like "We spoke a while back about you wanting
to achieve (result). I just wanted to know how you’ve been getting on since then
and if there’s anything I can help you with…”

Create an offer for them and send in an email/newsletter 

Pick the 10 top ideal clients from your list that you have already spoken to and
contact them personally 
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7. Always include a Call to Action at the end of your
educational content

8. Big Mistakes to Avoid - 
How to Handle The Sales Consultation 

 Offer the prospect MORE help. It could be an invitation to a workshop,
a seminar or even a 1-1 consultation for more personal advice. What
could you offer your clients?

Remember, your prospects need a leader! You are the expert. 

Do not ask the prospect how many sessions per month she would like, or which
program does she think is best for her needs… 
YOU are the expert, you make your diagnosis during the consultation and prescribe
the solution YOU believe is right, based on your professional opinion.

Big mistake: being too reserved on the consultation and not making an offer for
the prospect to become a paying client. 
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